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Hello, Everyone

JUBAYRUL ISLAM
C R E A T I V E  W R I T E R

ABOUT ME
Material writer with extensive
experience in researching, producing,
and releasing interesting content.
Results-oriented and skilled at directing
the creation of fresh and meaningful
content for a variety of media platforms
and clients. 

MY CONTACT
Home: 

Cell: 

Email:

Social Media: 

Address:

+8801637554004

+8801752124345
+919019601354

jubayruli@gmail.com
jubayrul.i@yahoo.com

Facebook: @Jubo_Razz
Linkedin: Jubayrul Islam
Telegram: Jubayrul Islam
(+8801752124345)

Hometown: Tarakandi, Sarishabari, 
 Jamalpur, Bangladesh
Current address: Bangalore, Karnataka,
India (for study purpose)
 
 

GivingWay

United Nations Volunteer India

I work as a fundraiser here.
I write fundraising proposals for several organizations.

I work here as a Community Development Volunteer
My dream is to be a regular column writer in UNV India

I have been working here since 2019

WORK EXPERIENCE

PROFESSIONAL SKILLS

I can write creative content like scripts on thrilling and horror
stories, traveling and foods, history, etc.
I am very good at reviewing movies. I can critically analyze the
platform, characterization, dialogue interpretation, and above all,
story adaption of a movie.
I am very good at writing short stories on any concept.
I am very good at writing fundraising proposals and professional
emails.
I can write descriptions for any product or advertisement.   

I know the basics of HTML, JavaScript, and CSS
I am good at Digital Marketting. Recently I've worked in the
famous commercial platform Newchic as an affiliate marketer.
  I am also a mobile photographer, and I teach mobile
photography both online and offline.
I am also good at making a professional logo. Though I haven't
worked anywhere as a logo maker, I have plans to work as one of
them.

 
 

  OTHER SKILLS
 

Jasmine Farnandez, PhD
 
Assistant Professor of English at Jain
University

Yusifu Kamara

Ambassador at GivingWay

REFERENCE



I pursued my B.A in September 2020
I will be completing my B.A degree by
2023

Bachelor of Arts in OPJ (Optional English,
Psychology, Journalism)

Jain University

Science Background both in SSC and HSC
Completed my Secondary School Certificate
with an 85% score in all the subjects
Completed my Higher Secondary Certificate
with a 60% score in all the subjects

J.F.C.L. College, 

EDUCATIONAL TRAINING

Courses &
Certifications





So, these are some of the courses and certifications in which I enrolled. These
documents are included here to clarify my skills and professional activities, and I hope

they have done their job.

If you want to see a glimpse of my work,
then visit here:
jubayrulislam.blogspot.com

Thank You


